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ONE EARTH – TWO PATHS 

The Rainbow Prophecy 
 

It is time to reveal that other path 
 
 

‘THE MANAIAN WAY’ 
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Is the Manaian pathway the people`s solution? 

 

There are many problems that we face in a country and around the world as a 

whole. 

The systems we follow allow for manipulations at many levels in every area of 

our lives, which leads to corruptions of people and countries trying to get 

above one another and have more, because this system separates each of us 

from the things we need to survive and this is so because money is the driver 

of everything and without it we are deprived of food, water, home, safety and 

security, healthcare, and everything else, yet most people are unaware that 

this system is doing exactly what it was supposed to do.  

That was to create a race of labourers which will be indebted to keep on 

labouring outlined in their Modern Economics book back in the 1700`s. 

John Locke penned ownership and Adam Smith added the fractional reserve 

monetary system. 

To see the answer we need a Locke-Smith to prepare a specific key which 

unlocks ownership created by John Locke and fractional reserve lending 

created by Adam Smith. 

It was Leonardo Divinci who taught us through alchemy that if we were to 

change just one element of something we could turn Lead into Gold and so the 

chains of money and ownership ``the Lead`` can be replaced by Guardianship 

which gives us the ``Gold``.  

 

Our current system funds billions of dollars to housing providers to create new 

housing and some affordable housing, and both Australia and New Zealand 

have benefit system departments dedicated to finding jobs and homes for 

those who are unable to get work or have minimum wage jobs and still cannot 

support themselves. 

This now costs the taxpayer just over 1/3rd of the total government budgets 

which are constantly on the increase with no end in sight. 

On top of this is an overloaded healthcare system and a stretched police force 

and we have less fulltime jobs available than ever before as bigger companies 

close their doors and move overseas or become automated. 
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Any solution must include all of the issues at hand and policies made by those 

in glass houses fail to see the real impact their limited solution offers, or how 

their policy affects other things that are not even in their scope of vision.    

The Manaian way combines social issues, spiritual issues, monetary issues, 

healthcare issues, housing issues, business and commerce and world trade 

issues and governmental issues and offers a solution which touches and 

effects each of these categories and shows us the most logical way to 

implement simple change to benefit each category. 

 

Let me show you what Guardianship gives us and why. 

 

Benefits. 

• Guardianship is unity based 

• And this allows affordability to every property because every property 
will carry no lending nor debt 

• This leads to generational long term rentals for anyone 

• There is safety and security in generational long term rentals 

• The property owner is the Manaia Fund which is started by Glenn and Jenny 
Phelan on behalf of all of us/ everyone. 

• The Manaia Fund is a company that holds property, collects the returning 
rent to our Guardianship fund and purchases more properties without 
any heirarchial costs. 

• The fund belonging to everyone will hold the property indefinitely for the 
use of generational guardians 

• People become responsible for their own beneficial ̀ `castle`` 

• Maintenance is covered by the tenant 

• No management is required just like ownership 

• And there comes a point where the cost of the property has been 

recouped and there is no more rent to pay, ever.  

• Tenants can have inside pets without restriction 

• Tenants with drug addictions will not be moved on to other properties 

affecting only themselves ending transient meth contamination. 

• Renter transiency can end 

• Family violence can decrease as housing and job security stress eases 

• Child abuse will be easier to stop as one income will support a property 

• Children will grow up with kids that they know 
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• Children are safer in environments that they know 

• Families can become single income and be better off 

• On any property guardianship is possible 

• Government rent subsidy schemes can help you pay for one 

• Works for mental health homes and indigenous housing as well 

• Banks and banking cannot affect this 

• Interest rate hikes and housing bubbles won`t affect this 

• Houses will be fitted with water tanks and solar for free water and power 
consumption 

• A house price market correction will be good for us 

• Families may move back to the cheaper country properties leaving the 
overcrowded cities behind 

• Towns may spring back into life as the cost of living reduces 

• City slums may empty for new developments 

• Renovations will be on the increase as rent to guardianship allows a 
renter to paint and renovate if required 

• Community housing providers should amalgamate using less taxpayer 
funds for management 

• Many housing departments can also be downsized and amalgamate 

• All funds for affordable housing will go to property purchases and these 

properties will generate funds for more properties 

• Our stress levels will decrease 

• Overall health should improve 

• Overseas Country relations should improve 

• The war machine will not be required 

• The government can save money 

• The government will have less responsibility 

• This Manaian system could be a privatisation of the benefit system 

• People will be able to choose the companies to work for  

• People will be safe to go into business without the fear of losing their 

home or their new found benefits if the business fails 

• Corporations doing environmental damage may have no workers 

• Our food supply will be better protected which will improve the quality 

• We can stop our oceans and streams from further dumping 

• And we can use our resources in a sustainable way and protect the 
delicate microbial environments feeding the critters feeding us 
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Guardianship leads us toward each of us obtaining a basic freedom which 

includes free power, water and a home which includes safety and security, 

which removes much of the stress we are currently under to provide 

ourselves with these things. 

We will still need to do a minimum of work to buy the next TV or car etc. 

after we become fully fledged guardians however the time frame for this 

depends on each individual or family and the cost of the property which is 

to be reimbursed back into the Manaia (Guardian) Fund.  

A guardian rental contract allows the occupier to pay rent back into the fund 

and offers the renter a secure tenancy without an increase in costs and also 

offers an end point where no more rent ever needs to be paid. The property 

can be passed to a family member without cost and without further rent, and 

for this privilege the tenancy requires the tenant to take care of the rates and 

insurance just like an owner would. 

This means that there is no rental agent checking up on the condition of the 

property doing their bi-monthly inspections and there is no rent increases 

coming and it means that you can paint or change things and have as many 

pets as you like without fear of being moved on or evicted, unless you get on 

the wrong side of the law or become of bad character to the neighbors. 

The rent to guardianship contract makes you responsible for the way you act 

in and around your home and the rewards are the benefits you receive to act 

as the owner, paying the rates and insurances and fixing the homes issues 

when they arrive. 

This is fair that everyone is able to feel like an owner, and it is safer than 

ownership because no one can remove the property from you except you, 

meaning that it cannot be leant against, sold or used as security for a loan. 

Are you prepared to live as a Guardian? 

So with this in mind do we want to fund ourselves and our future generations 

or do we want to continue on the path we are currently on? 

We are taking nothing away. We can still buy if we want but the long term 

would suggest that most people will want guardianship rather than 

ownership because it is quicker than ownership and cheaper. 

Also guardianship allows every current renter to be equally on a path where 

he or she will equally be able to become free of rent or a mortgage which is 
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timed to the factor of each life and their contract which gives security to each 

tenant in much less time than a bank mortgage with less cost than a bank 

mortgage and without a deposit like a bank mortgage.  

So how do we fund this? 

Resources we have - Billions in superannuation that we could use as a 

mandatory start point. Charities are all too common which accept hundreds 

of millions of dollars in donations per annum. Billions given to community 

housing providers and we could have a renter subsidy that could fund it 

rather than looking for philanthropists and good hearted old fellas that are 

cash poor asset rich. 

We have housing resources such as country houses that have been 

abandoned because there was no work around or old motels and pubs which 

are dirt cheap that we could use as shared tenancies to sustain a lifestyle and 

house boats and caravans for immediate use for the homeless with portable 

sanitary toilet blocks and shower facilities would be instant and more 

effective solution. 

Guardianship is cheaper because it carries no debt and what we spend on a 

property we get back through rent which by contract is the return of principal 

funds without interest fees or charges which filters back to the fund to be 

spent again and again without the need for management. 

Because every home is purchased outright with no lending, this allows a rent 

to be set that is beneficial to the tenant and the people`s Manaia Fund.   

Do not confuse this with rent to buy.  

Rent to Guardianship does not give the tenant ownership but rents can still 

come to an end. 

For the 70% of Anzac families who are stuck in the current rental trap in New 

Zealand and Australia, the issues of renting which include investment 

properties where a tenant is used to increase yields to on-sell at a profit, 

rentals are always increasing, and then we have slum-lords who won`t repair 

any issues in the home, making tenants life hell in some cases, which are 

current problems associated with rentals.  
 

For these families who are now used to only 6 months as fixed terms, the fear 

of rental increases twice a year on top of bi monthly inspections have the 

families in fear to speak up if there is a problem with something so they stay 
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quiet in fear of eviction, where eviction brings with it more stress of finding 

another home and has associated moving and cleaning costs and schools to 

change over too, and for many tenants, property managers end up keeping the 

bonds because of unproven cleaning issues or supposed damage. 

Give a family a home for life and the responsibility of one and you have one 

happy family. Our motto `` Take our home and make it your own`` says it all. 

Another amazing benefit is that if you become incapacitated and lost your 

job for life the payments left owing could be either picked up by others or 

deferred until you are back on your feet, and for the most serious 

incapacities, the tenant after you can pick up the remainder of the cost. 

The importance of early childhood in a stable environment allows early 

diagnosis of issues that have preventative cures which can go undetected as 

families are forced to move on under the current regime. We can help a lot 

more people with mental disorders in safe and stable environments, and 

children can get used to their environment and make friends to last a 

lifetime as transiency ends. 

The big issue facing families and politicians at present is jobs and housing 
affordability. 

Many policies in relation to jobs and Worksafe have seen the cost of 

employing people blow out with the supposed figure equalling the total 

superannuation account for the nation. 

Large companies struggle with level playing fields and ministerial policies 

which can crush industry go unnoticed by many, but leave us at the mercy of 

imports in a consumer system that deals with monetary profit only. 

I still remember the textile industry, the orange groves getting dozed and the 

Aussie built cars now all but a memory. 

The old builders did not need bean bags to fall on and a mechanic could fix 

anything automotive back some 40 years ago. Now we have 20 specified 

people doing what one could easily do and today we have lost the overall 

picture of what it is we were once qualified to do and this has become an 

education system issue. 

With permanent jobs harder and harder to find in both Australia and New 

Zealand we can see that automation has removed many of the menial task 

jobs we used to all start with.  
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World governments created level playing fields which have allowed some 

countries to have cheap labour which in turn entices our big industry to move 

away from home which has further impacted our permanent job market.  

Today we are trending toward two or more part time jobs to survive, and this 

is showing up with hundreds of applicants applying for the same job. 

 

If we go back 40 years we had thousands of bustling towns of where you could 

stay and carve out a living yet today only a handful are in this condition. 

During this period and with many changes of government, a series of 

economic changes has made many move to the cities to get work and it has 

made the factories also move because they needed the workers so the trend 

is for the country folk to become city dwellers. It is my opinion that the two 

types are very different in nature with the city folk quick and alert to 

manipulations and the country folks more caring and sharing nature provides 

the embezzlers with fertile picking. 

What we are talking about here is social values. City and country are socially 

different because of the social environment the people are living in and this is 

important because this is what creates un-level playing fields both home and 

abroad. 

In the same period house values have also had unequal growth with city 

prices doubling every 7 years and country ones doubling every 22 years and in 

some instances going backward which does not happen in the city. 

In 1976 a new 3 bed house in Murarrie Qld could be purchased for 13k off the 

plan and a block of 4 -2bed flats in Nambour Qld was built for 16k. Today 

these are 750k properties.  

In Northland Maungaturoto you could also buy a 3bed house for 12k that 

today is worth 350k and yet the retirees who invested in the city are 3 times 

wealthier than their country counterparts with Auckland now averaging 1 mill. 

Guardianship is likely to trend families back to the country and these 

monetary values will end up meaning nothing if nothing is ever sold and the 

families trending back will be out of debt and safer quicker as the cost is less. 

Can you imagine leaving school and sharing with 3 or 4 housemates in a 

guardian home where 10-15 years down the track your cost of living, a basic 

existence, has become zero?  
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And can you imagine the generational farmer who struggles in tough times 

able to sell his debt for the farm or family home to the Manaia fund and stay 

at the property and still keep it in the family but this time as guardians rather 

than owners, or the elderly could sell their property to the fund for a lesser 

value and stay in their home spending some of their wealth and still pass it 

down if they wish.  

This should be preferable than being mortgagee`d and being forced out by the 

banks declared as unviable and unvaluable. 

 

As the people become protected in this new Manaian way what impact can 

this have on the government of the day? 

The government could save by merging departments to streamline 

guardianship properties because there is a direct link to stopping the benefit 

system growing and in fact able to start to shrink the taxpayer funds required 

in its dole and benefit system. 

The correlation with funding guardianship is directly related to reducing the 

benefit system costs which is a win-win for us all.  

Guardianship is the key to altering the path of humanity and the Manaia fund 

is the key to guardianship. 

 

EmpowerUs is the Manaia Fund manager which operates the Manaia Fund 

as a separate entity to keep the fund operating costs to zero and to keep the 

funding separate and transparent.  

EmpowerUs is a separate entity to the Not for profit Manaia Fund Pty Ltd 

which means that the work is done through EmpowerUs, and the Manaia Fund 

entity simply holds property, is reimbursed and buys more property. 

  

Man-ayan/ Manaian is a word derived from the Maori word manaia meaning 

Guardian and the Manaian way is a guardianship path for all of humanity. 

Our timing seems to coincide as the time of many prophecies where in 

particular the Rainbow prophecy told us that this is the time where two paths 

for humanity would come to be in existence with the new path delivering 

social justice to all that would follow. 
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Prophecy tells us that one path for humanity will lead to the destruction of 

mankind and all living things, and we believe this path is consumerism which 

will keep taking and raping the last of our natural resources, creating inferior 

products designed to become rubbish and replaced as often as possible which 

ends up littering and poisoning our environment is today in fact good business 

practice which makes money yet this is the path of our destruction. 

The second path is said to be a path that unites people from all nations who 

stand together and heal themselves and the planet where many extinct 

animals will come back into existence and the world will be abundant once 

more. 

The Manaian way seems tribal in nature as it gives people what they lost 

when their lands were conquered which was the freedom to live hunt and 

gather without the need for any monetary exchange or boundaries. 

We lived in communities in tepees or huts, used water from streams and 

caught our food and collected firewood in a free basic need society and the 

Manaian way gives us those things again within the small title and boundary 

that has been designated to us by the present system. 

The Manaian system is designed to give each man woman and child in every 

country his or her basic needs (tepee, stream food and firewood) without cost 

which means that we can have housing electricity water and a basic amount of 

food which will end poverty and starvation, and whoever we are and in 

whatever language we speak, we will all have the same rights and all be 

working toward living the same way. 

The Manaian way protects us from many of the world systems that currently 

operate and if we all worked for the same common goal we may be able to 

create a world more stable and much more peaceful that we ever dreamed. 

Statistics go as far as saying 95% of humanity only own 1% of the world`s 

resources and that poverty and homeless is on the continual increase.
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We have refugees fleeing their homelands because global companies are 

fighting over their land and resources to which they have no control and no 

say as the protection of them and their family means nothing. 

 

Today people are vulnerable to business and commerce as it is entwined in 

our daily and social lives, which means when things happen on the other 

side of the world it somehow makes our cost of living increase. Fuel and oil, 

food supplies, clothing, rents and mortgage repayments can be affected by 

flood and fire, by stock market fluctuations and housing bubbles and new 

leaders in any country can impact us here. 

The Manaian way protects us from all things business and commerce because 

``we the people`` will not be mixed into this chaos any longer and the 

business world will take the hit rather than the people. 

We the people`` with our new protection will become a new breed. 

Protected people will decide which businesses are good for us as a whole 

and which are not, and this allows people to each decide which businesses 

they would like to work for and which businesses to boycott buying from or 

working for, which makes all of us environmental business activists in a 

passive way. 

 

Guardianship is paying it forward to us and every generation after us and we 

live in a time when social justice will come into its own. 

Social Justice is important because unless we change the way we live, we will 

continue to further impact have our environment because it is impossible to 

fix something when there is a monetary value placed upon it.  

 

We survive and thrive when our environment is pristine and we become 

sluggish and angry when our environment is toxic. 

Which environment would you prefer? 

 

Unite the Manaian Way. 

 

Glenn Phelan                                                                                      
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It is Time 
On the road to Freedom 

 

For the Guardianship Revolution 
 

The way of the Guardians is here. 
We keep what exists and we add new 

choices, new benefits. 
  

 
Glenn Phelan 

EmpowerUs 


